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Check Out These Great Resources!

This legal guide is published by BIALR, in collabora-
tion with Harrison Pensa, and is in its first edition. It is 

designed to provide straightforward accessible explina-
tion of key legal issues and fundamental legal rights of 

those who have suffered brain injuries and their support 
teams. Print copies are available from the BIALR office 

and electronically on the website.

This directory is published by BIA London and Region 
and is in its 6th edition. It is designed to help individu-
als suffering from the effects of a brain injury identify 
and locate the services in London and Region. (Print 
copies are available from the BIALR office and elec-

tronically on the website.

This resource is published by BIALR and is in its first 
edition. This compilation of articles is designed as an 
informational resource for parents of children who are 
suffering from the effects of an acquired brain injury. 

Print copies are availbale from the BIALR office.

The OBIA Impact Report 2012 is published by the 
Ontario Brain Injury Association (OBIA), with support 

and funding provided by the Ontario Neurotrauma 
Foundation. It is designed as an easy to read statisti-
cal snapshot of acquired brain injury and its effects on 
survivors and their caregivers. Electronic copies are 

available on the OBIA website.

Online Resources:
Brain Injury Association of London and Region - braininjurylondon.on.ca
Ontario Brain Injury Association - obia.ca
Brainline.org, preventing, treating, and living with traumatic brain injury - brainline.org
Brain Injury Association of Queensland - synapse.org.au
National Resource Center for Traumatic Brain Injury ( Virginia Commonwealth University) - www.tbinrc.com
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Where has the summer gone?  I can’t believe that we are planning for 
upcoming committee meetings and fundraisers.  September is always an 
exciting time of the year for children and their families with going back 
to school and establishing regular routines. Families of a child with brain 
injury face many challenges, and the Editorial Committee would like to 
dedicate this Back to School/Paediatric issue of The Monarch to them.

At our Annual General Meeting, we said goodbye to three very special 
Board Members.  Doug Wallace, Mary Hansen and Jamie Fairles.  We 
thank each for your exemplary work and dedication to our Board of Direc-
tors and wish you all the best in your future endeavours.  In their place, 
we welcome Stephanie Hutton, Cheryl Bunzenmeyer-Rempel and Colin 
Fitchett.  We look forward to working with you!

The Brain Injury Association of London & Region is proud to be included as 
a partner of the See the Line initiative, a unique collaboration that brings 
together world-class health care and research organizations. See the Line 
is able to increase awareness about the serious risk and lifelong impact 
of concussion injuries, and promote the latest research in treatment and 
prevention.

All of our committees will be reconvening this month.   Committee work is 
a crucial part of our organization.  Without our dedicated volunteers, we 
would not be able to fulfill our mission of providing Support, Education, Ad-
vocacy and Awareness to those living with the effects of brain injury.  Con-
tact Jessie at 519 642-4539 to let her know how you can help us.

After a summer hiatus, all Support Groups in the five counties will resume 
in September.  To find a group near you, check out http://www.braininjury-
london.on.ca/index.php/SupportGroups/Index.  We are currently in need of 
two Group Leaders for our Elgin County Group & the London Social Lei-
sure group.  In addition, we are always seeking speakers for the groups. If 
you have an interesting topic you would like to share with one or more of 
our groups, let us know. If you are interested, or know someone who may 
be, please contact Jessie here at the office.

We look forward to seeing many of you at the Brain Injury Golf Classic on 
September 18 and at the Casino Night on November 15.  
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Highlighting

Tell us a little about yourself?
I grew up in Hamilton area and have called the London / St. Thomas area home since 1991.   I am a lawyer at Ferguson DiMeo Lawyers 
in St. Thomas and have been practising in the area of personal injury law for over thirteen years.  When I am not working or volunteering 
in the community, I enjoy spending time with my husband, Gene and our cat, Lynx at our home in Port Stanley.   

How long have you been volunteering with the Brain Injury Association?
I have been volunteering with the Association since October 2011 when I was approached about leading a new support group for brain 
injury survivors and caregivers in Elgin County.
  
Why did you choose to volunteer with the BIA?
I have been very fortunate in life and feel a responsibility to give back to the community in which I live and work.  I do sit on various vol-
unteer Boards, but becoming a support group leader for the Association gave me the opportunity to sort of “roll up my sleeves” and really 
get involved.  It also gave me the opportunity to gain a different perspective on some of the challenges that my brain-injured clients may 
experience.

 What makes you come back to BIA year after year?
In short – it’s the work that the Association does.  They offer a wide variety of support services and are an invaluable resource to sur-
vivors and caregivers.    I can’t even count the number of times that one of the attendees at my support group has commented on how 
much they enjoy the group and how it has helped them.   And that this just one example.  I believe that it is important to support an 
agency such as the Association so that they can continue to provide quality services to survivors, caregivers and their families.

Do you have a favourite moment from your time here that you can and would like to share?
I would have to say that I have favourite “moments” – it is really the same thing, but it has happened repeatedly.   It is nothing profound 
really.  For me, it is watching first-hand the impact that attending the support group has had on a new comer.    On more than one oc-
casion, we have a new person attend the group.  They are usually pretty quiet initially and not interested in participating in the group or 
sharing their own experiences, but by the end of the evening, they are opening up, sharing and laughing with the group.   They usually 
don’t miss a meeting after that.  

What would you say to someone that is considering volunteering with BIA?
I have found my involvement with the Association to be a truly rewarding experience and would recommend it highly to anyone consider-
ing volunteering for the Association.  

Volunteers
Our

Sandra DiMeo
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Tell us a little about yourself?
My name is Rita Stukic.  I retired from Bell Canada 2 years ago.  I have been the primary caregiver to my son since his accident in Janu-
ary 2004 resulting in a Traumatic Brain Injury.  My daughter has been teaching overseas in Japan for 2 years.  She will be coming home 
in mid-September and then we will start planning her upcoming wedding.

How long have you been volunteering with the Brain Injury Association?
This will be my third year as co-leader for the London and Region Brain Injury Support Group.

Why did you choose to volunteer with the BIA?
I wanted to give back for all the help I received during the first years of my son’s recovery.  The previous leader was retiring from her day 
job and planning on travelling during the winter months so when I was approached to consider leading the group I decided this would be 
a great opportunity to meet other caregivers and brain injured individuals.  We have great meetings talking about our experiences and 
how different issues are handled by everyone.

What makes you come back to BIA year after year?
I really enjoy our monthly meetings and getting to know others is a great way to find out what works for some and what doesn’t.  I also 
enjoy baking so this is the perfect chance to bake and enjoy the evening with a great group of people.  We learn lots from each other as 
well as the various guest speakers we have attend the meetings.

Do you have a favourite moment from your time here that you can and would like to share?
I have favourite moments from almost every meeting we have.  Each member is very special to me and I really enjoy seeing them each 
month.  Finding out from a member that something that was discussed the month before has really helped them or make their situation 
better is always great to hear. 

What would you say to someone that is considering volunteering with BIA?
I would tell them it would be a great experience.  There is never enough help out there for this worthy group.  People with Brain Injuries 
do need help and you will feel very fulfilled helping out.

Rita Stukic 

Just A Note To Say Thank You! 
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Disclaimer: 

The Monarch is published by 
the Brain Injury Association of 

London and Region.

Opinions expressed in the 
articles are those of the authors 

and do not necessarily re�ect 
the opinion of the Board of 

Directors.

All articles remain in their sub-
mitted un-edited form to pre-
serve the original views and 

intent of the author. 

The publication of an advertise-
ment does not imply support 
of the advertiser by the Asso-
ciation. If you have any ques-
tions, coments, or concerns 

please contact us at:

Phone: 519-642-4539
Fax: 519-642-4124

Email: 
info@braininjurylondon.on.ca

Editors: Editorial Committee

Layout and Design:
 Stephanie McGill

 Copyright 2014© All rights 
reserved.
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In my mind, there is no other phrase when uttered can 
make the hairs on the back of my neck stand up or send 
shivers down my spine more than “paediatric brain injury”.  
This is not just because I know the deficits I now have from 
my own brain injuries and being immersed in the world of 
brain injury as well as being a father to a 21 month old 
daughter, I have learned that the human brain develops 
the most during childhood. This is the period when our 
senses and cognitive skills develop, making us who we 
are.  When an injury happens to the brain at this stage of 
life, the results can be, and often are quite devastating not 
only to the child, but also to his or her family. That’s where 
the Peer Support Mentor Program can help because this 
program is geared towards providing support and guidance 
from knowledgeable friends who have faced similar experi-
ences for both survivors and family member of survivors of 
brain injury! During my training as a mentor over 8 years 
ago, the PSC then likened the program to new mothers 
meeting at the park with their newborns and asking one 
another about their own experience with their own new-
borns.  I still use that analogy today because it describes 
the gist of the program perfectly. If you would like to speak 
to somebody about the trouble you’re having with your own 
brain injury, or a family member’s brain injury please call 
the office and ask to speak to me. Likewise, if you’re inter-
ested in becoming a mentor to offer support, the Associa-
tion typically holds mentor training sessions every spring 
and autumn. In fact, I have organized the Association’s 

10th mentor training for October 18th!

Peer Support 

Coordinator’s Report

Jamie Fairles
Peer Support Coordinator

519-642-4539
editorial@braininjurylondon.on.ca

Looking To Get
 Involved?

We are looking for individu-
als to become mentors in 
our Peer Mentor Program. 
Mentors provide support 

and share information and 
resources with partners who 
are coping with a similar ABI-
related situation. We are in 
particular need of mentors 

who are family members and 
caregivers. Visit our website 
or contact our Peer Support 
Coordinator for more infor-

mation.

www.braininjurylondon.on.ca
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Research Projects
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE

OBIA continues to conduct research on ABI in Ontario and in 2012 
released The OBIA Impact Report 2012:  A Statistical Snapshot of 
Acquired Brain Injury and its Eff ects on Survivors and Caregivers.

Through your participation in our Research Study, you provide us with the information needed to 
report on brain injury statistics across the province, allowing us to better inform policy  makers, 

government offi  cials, service providers and the general public.

For information about our Research Study or to request an OBIA Research Questionnaire, please contact: 
Katie Muirhead at 1.800.263.5404 ext. 229 or kmuirhead@obia.on.ca

When you need help to be who 
you are after an acquired brain 
injury, reach out to us. Share your 
journey with other adults living 
with an acquired brain injury in  
a supported home, or be 
supported in your own home.  
Fully participate in your 
community and live your life 
based on your choices and goals.

Accredited by the 
Commission for 
the Accreditation 
of Rehabilitation 
Facilities (CARF), 
Pathways to 
Independence 
specializes in providing residential 
services and programs to adults 
with acquired brain injuries in 
South Eastern Ontario. Tailored to 
accommodate individual needs, 
we provide a continuum of care 

in partnership with community 
based professionals and 
specialists.  

Our services include:
 v 24 hour Supported Homes
 v Supported Independent Living
 v ABI Day Programs
 v Employment Supports

When you need support to be 
who you are, contact us at:

289 Pinnacle St., Belleville, ON  K8N 3B3 
T 613.962.2541  F 613.962.6357

356 Woodroffe Ave., Ottawa, ON  K2A 3V6
T 613.233.3322

“Imagine the joy of just being 
who you are again. You look 
forward to the new week and 
seeing your new friends”  

“S.L”. Supported Client at Pathways  
to Independence

“Pathways is the place to 
be to help us to be 
independent with our lives. 
But most of all, Pathways is 
a place to be with all the 
help to get us back living 
the life we want to live”. 

“B.D”. Supported Client at 
Pathways to Independence

www.pathwaysind.com

“We believe that the ABI program is 
his life now and for that we are 
grateful beyond measure.” 
Family members of a supported client at 
Pathways to Independence.

FORENSIC ACCOUNTANTS
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Brain Injury Support Groups  

Meets the last Monday of each 
month
At the Huronview Home for the 
Aged 
77722A London Road 
Clinton, On. N0M 1L0 
7:00 - 9:00pm

Meets every Wednesday of each 
month
Central United Church 
194 Avondale Avenue 
Stratford, On 
1:00 - 4:00pm

Meets the last Thursday of each 
month
First Baptist Church London 
568 Richmond Street (parking in 
rear) 
London, On 
7:00 - 9:00pm

London Social Leisure Group

Meets the last Tuesday of each 
month
Dundas United Church 
285 Dundas Street 
Woodstock, On 
6:30 - 8:30pm

Elgin County Support Group

Meets the last Tuesday of each 
month
Zehrs Markets 
2nd Floor Community Room 
865 Ontario Street 
Stratford, On
7:00 - 9:00pm

Perth County Support Group Oxford County Support Group

Perth County Social Leisure Group

Meets the second Wednesday 
every month 
At the Real Canadian Superstore 
2nd Floor Community Room 
1063 Talbot Street 
St.Thomas, On 
6:30 - 8:30pm

London/Middlesex Support Group

Meets the first Thursday of each 
month
Cornerstone Clubhouse 
781 Richmond Street 
London, On 
6:00 - 8:00pm

Huron County Support Group

Elgin County Social Leisure Group
Cancelled 
We apologize for any
 inconvenience 

Your logo
 could be here

Your logo
 could be here

If you or someone you know has experienced a brain injury, you may benefit from participating in 
one of our many support groups. Groups meet either monlthy or weekly and offer you the chance 

to learn more about living with ABI. Discuss common issues and problems or have fun in a 
positive environment. 
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Technology
Assistive

A traumatic brain injury can bring with it all sorts of 
challenges. A person’s balance may be off; he may 
have lost part of his field of vision; or his memory might 
be so compromised that within moments of seeing or 
hearing something, it’s gone. But like a magnifying 
glass for someone who has trouble reading the small 
print, there are many assistive technologies available 

for people with TBI.

What exactly is assistive technology?
Assistive technology is technically any item used by 
a person with a disability to increase independence 
and to make the tasks of daily living easier. Assistive 
technology for brain injury can be as simple and low-
tech as a spiral notebook to help with organization and 
memory, or it can be as sophisticated as a computer-
powered vocal assistant to aid with communication.

From simple to “bells and whistles”
Assistive technology helps to level the playing field for 

people with brain injury by providing them a way to 
more fully engage in life’s activities. You can use as-
sistive technology to travel about, participate in recre-
ational and social activities, learn, work, and communi-
cate with others. Here are some examples of assistive 
technology that can help you get back to the business 

of enjoying life:

Where to start?
People with TBI and their caregivers can identify po-
tential assistive technologies if they learn about the 
choices that are available and how they are best ap-
plied. A good place to start is often with speech-lan-
guage therapists, occupational therapists, vocational 
therapists, and school professionals. There are also 
organizations that provide assistive technology infor-
mation and training to consumers and families such 
as parent training and information centers, community 
technology centers, state assistive technology pro-

grams and rehabilitation centers.

Getting Through The Day With Your Kids Doesn’t Have To Be A Struggle, 
Get In The Know With A Few Of The Latest Gadgets And Apps.
Re-printed with permission from bainline.org
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1. E-Readers & Tablets:
Devices allow you to modify the page lightning and text 
size to make it easier to read.

2. Cozi Family Organizer App:
Family life organization app that includes a shared cal-
endar, shopping lists, to do lists, family journal. This app 
allows you to stay in sync with your family 

3. Voice Enabled Technology: 
Devices controlled by means of the human voice. By 
removing the need to use buttons, dials and switches, 
consumers can easily operate appliances with their 
hands full or while doing other tasks. Commands can 
set reminders, set alarms, find friends, and much more.

4. Lumosity App:
Brain exercises targeting memory, attention, speed, 
flexibility, and problem solving. You can design your 
own personalized training, inlcuding “courses” with TBI 
- and /or PTSD-specific content. 

5. Smart Pen:
Ballpoint pen with embedded computer and digital 
audio recorder. When used with Anoto digital paper, it 
records what it writes for later uploading to a computer, 
and synchronizes those notes with any audio it has re-
corded. This allows users to replay portions of a recod-
ing by tapping on the notes they were taking at the time 
the recording was made. 

6. Active Gaming:
Active gaming is great for practicing spacial awareness, 
reaction time and balance while getting physical activity 
and having fun. 

7. MS OneNote:
A very powerful Organizational tool for ABI. Take control 
with Microsoft Office OneNote the easy-to-use note-tak-
ing and information-management program where you 
can capture ideas and information in electronic form. 

8. Behavior Tracker Pro App:
Application that allows caregivers, behavioral thera-
pists, aides or teachers to track behaviours and auto-
matically graph them. Option to record video of be-
haviours or interventions to later review with doctors, 
parents, teachers or therapists. 

9. Dragon Dictation:
 Voice recognition app that allows users to easily speak 
and instantly see their words on the screen. send short 
text messages, longer email messages, and update 
your Facebook and Twitter statuses without typing a 
word.

10. Ergotron Arm:
Adjustable display & monitor mount. frees up space and 
allows positioning of your display for greater productiv-
ity.accommodates large monitors, mid-sized TVs and 
all-in-one computers
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School
Back To

Returning to school can be a difficult yet 
positive experience for you and your child. It 
will be very important to establish close and 
frequent communication between your family 
and school personnel (social workers, guidance 
counselor, teacher). Communication is the key 
to better understanding and helping your child. 
Often a communication log or notebook that 
travels between home and school is the easiest 
way for the school and family to communicate 
and is helpful in tracking and planning for the 
needs of your child. Parents can ask questions 
about what is happening at school and write 
about progress and difficulties that their child 
is having related to school. Likewise, teachers 
can use the notebook to record what they ob-
serve, respond to questions, and have an ongo-

ing dialog with parents.

Your child may feel anxious about returning 
to school or beginning a new school. Anxiety 
could be the result of insight into changes in 
herself, concerns with changes in academic 
performance or physical appearance, con-
cerns about peer reactions and acceptance, 
or worries about being placed in special edu-

cation or the amount of time missed from

school. It is natural and appropriate for your 
child to worry about returning to school, yet 
there are some ways to help to ease this pro-
cess for your child. First, professionals who are 
experienced with traumatic brain injury can 
help by educating peers and school personnel 
before your child’s first day at school. Profes-
sionals can educate staff and students through 
in-services to help others less familiar with brain 
injury to better understand your child. Second, 
your child should have access to a school pro-
fessional, such as a social worker, guidance 
counselor, or nurse, who is available to discuss 
her concerns about returning to school. Third, 
as a parent, you can ask to meet with school 
personnel to discuss your child’s educational 
needs at any time. In fact, you will probably find 
that advocating for your child will be critical to 
your own well-being. And finally, it may help for 
your child to be paired with a “buddy,” a trusted 
and responsible peer who can look out for your 
child and help to guide her during the school 
day. Your child may be able to help choose this 
buddy. Ultimately, however, the buddy should 
be a responsible student with whom both your 

family and school are comfortable.

Re-printed with permission from brainline.org
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There are many challenges faced by students 
with acquired brain injury when returning to 
school. These could include: change in rou-
tine, new information overload, multiple class-
room distractions, exposure to fluorescent lights 
causing eyestrain and headaches, fatigue, too 
much information presented at the same time, 
switching Tasks frequently, complicated social 

interactions.

There are several strategies parents can use to 
help their child to successfully transition back 
into the school environment:Help your child 
mentally prepare for going back-to-school by 
talking about it. Let  your child asks questions and 
discuss concerns. Practice walking to school or 
to the bus stop. Help the child remember and 
reinforce all the positive things from previous 
years. Identify a regular time and space for 
homework, an alarm clock may be helpful as 
a reminder of homework time. Keep the regular 
sleep routine even on weekends. Organize sup-
plies and space at home for school things. Use 
checklists and post them in appropriate areas, 
a checklist at the closet door, exit door and in-
side a notebook or binder is a good idea. Use 

gentle 

prompts giving only one direction at a time.De-
sign systems, strategies, and routines that can 
be used in the classroom and at home. Support 
your child with consistent use of a planner or 
calendar to record events, homework, chores 
and responsibilities. Encourage your child to use 
a computer and develop keyboarding skills. 
Develop a good working relationship with the 
teacher and other support personnel to provide 
your child with consistency, support, reinforce-
ment and praise. Communicate regularly with 
the teacher and school staff to identify skills that 
can be reinforced at home. Become aware of 
all community supports, programs, and services 

available to your child. 
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Nutrition is a science that can sometimes be 
very confusing. Different foods seem to trend in 
popular media one week and then fall off the 
radar the next. Many food fads are not based 
in sound science nor are they healthy to follow 
for any length of time. When we compound the 
issue by complicating it with an acquired brain 

injury, it can be very challenging for families.

What is important to remember is that what you 
eat has a great influence on your body’s ability 
to function properly, efficiently, and effective-
ly. Everything you put into your body eventu-
ally serves to support or oppose how your body 
works. Food is the fuel that contains nutrients 
such as vitamins, minerals, water, amino acids, 
fats, and carbohydrates that are necessary for 

all the chemical processes in the body includ-
ing fighting infections, building and repairing tis-
sues, enabling growth and development, and 
keeping organs, especially the brain, healthy.

The analogy of “your body is like a car” is a pop-
ular one, and with any car, you need to fuel it 
properly. This is especially true when your child is 
recovering from an acquired brain injury. Prop-
er nutrition will ensure that your child’s brain has 
a chance to heal and improve brain function 
and memory. For the rest of his body, healthy 
eating ensures proper functioning of eyesight, 
energy utilization, muscle development, fat 
storage, skin elasticity, and even mood and 
mental health. Both physical and mental health 

can be improved by healthy eating.

 healthy eating and acquired brain injury
Food for Thought

By:  Heather Thomas, RD, PhD, Novus Rehabilitation Limited
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So, what fuel does your child’s car require? It is key 
to remember that not only is he or she recovering 
from an acquired brain injury, but your child is in 
a state of growth and development, which also 
requires premium fuel. First and foremost, when 
a brain sustains injury, it requires calories to func-
tion properly. Make sure your child is consuming 
enough calories to help his or her brain function 
properly and efficiently. Here are some tips to 
make sure sufficient calories are consumed and

the right kind of nutrition is available and 
accessed:

Eat small, frequent meals. Sometimes when re-
covering from an acquired brain injury, appetite 
is affected.  Encouraging smaller, more frequent 
meals every three to four hours will stimulate the 
appetite and encourage intake of sufficient 
calories throughout the day. Kids tend to like 
to graze anyway, so this type of eating is usually 

easy for them to do.

Take healthy snacks with you. My clients often run 
into this difficulty when having to travel to several 
medical appointments during the day without 
access to healthy foods between appointments. 
Keep containers of healthy snacks with you dur-
ing the day and encourage your child to reach 
for those rather than getting higher fat, sugar, 
and calorie snacks from the corner coffee shop. 
Pack a cooler and take it to go. This way, you’ll 
control the food you all have access to and your 
child will feel better and less tired at the end of 

your long day of appointments.

Ensure your child is eating protein at each meal 
and snack. Proteins help build and repair tissue 
and improve memory. Proteins include fish, lean 
meats, nuts, seeds, and eggs. Combine these 
nutrition powerhouses with healthier fats and oils 
from avocados, seeds, and nuts and carbohy-
drates from vegetables, fresh fruits, and whole 
grains. This is a balanced approach to healthy 

eating.

Enjoy balanced meals that are consumed lei-
surely. Overeating makes your child feel tired 
and disinterested in food. Encourage he or she 

to take their time and savour their food.

 healthy eating and acquired brain injury

Sometimes the internal clock malfunctions after 
an acquired brain injury. Have your child eat by 
the clock. Set your clock, timer, or cell phone to 
remind you when he should be eating, even if 
he or she isn’t feeling too hungry. Their body sig-
nals will take some time to get back in order so 
prompt them with a reminder to eat. their body 

will do best when it is on a routine schedule.

Weight gain is often very common after brain in-
jury. Your child may not be as active as he once 
was.He or she may have to take different medi-
cations that can have side effects of weight gain. 
Maybe he has an injury that prevents him from 
engaging in physical activity. Whatever the rea-
sons for weight gain, it is an important reminder to 

stick to a healthy diet.

A healthy diet is good for everyone in the family. 
The added bonus is that it will help with healing 
and recovery from an acquired brain injury. Take 
the time to plan healthy meals and make nutri-
tious foods available to everyone throughout the 

day. Put high-test fuel in that precious tank! 
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Better care for a better life www.bayshore.ca

At Bayshore Home Health, we understand the needs of people with serious injuries and 
are committed to providing the expert care they deserve.

Our nurses and caregivers are specially trained to deliver the highest level of serious 
injury care, and draw knowledge from internal clinical consultants in areas such as 
wound, fracture, amputation, spinal cord and acquired brain injury care.

We also o� er a range of attendant care services, including personal hygiene, dressing, 
meal preparation, feeding, light housekeeping and companionship. Our services 

are available through more than 30 o�  ces across Canada, supported by a 
National Care Team that provides a convenient, central point of contact.

Experience the Bayshore Di� erence: expert and reliable serious injury care 
delivered by dedicated specialists.

To learn more, please call our London branch at 519.438.6313 / 1.877.438.6315.

Serious injury requires care
... delivered by specially trained caregivers
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We Need Your Help!

Volunteer Opportunities Available 
If you or someone you know is 

interested in volunteering, we are looking 
for energetic people to join our team! 

We are currently seeking volunteers to assist 
us with various support groups, 

charitable events and committees. 

London Nationals Hockey 50/50 Ticket Sellers:
-Wednesday nights at 7:30 
at the Western Fair Sports Center

Support Group Leaders and Speakers:
-For all 5 counties: London/Middlesex, Perth, Elgin, 
Oxford and Huron

Committee Members:
-Community Awareness 
- Fundraising
- Support Services 
- Conference 
- Editorial

If you are interested in volunteering or have 
questions please email: 

volunteer@braininjurylondon.on.ca
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In Positive Behavior Support (PBS), the main strategies for address-
ing challenging behavior are selected based on the results of a Func-
tional Behavioral Assessment (FBA). Information from the FBA (setting 
events, antecedents, behavior, and consequences) gives us clues about 
why and how challenging behavior occurs (see “Understanding Behav-
ior”). If we can modify or change events or circumstances in the environ-
ment (setting events and antecedents) that are likely to trigger problem 
behavior, while carefully controlling our responses (consequences) to 
the behavior after it occurs, we can effectively prevent or at least signifi-

cantly reduce challenging behavior from occurring.

Move toward positive attitude. Before detailed strategies are considered, 
there are several things that parents need to keep in mind.

Use positive ways to address the challenging behavior and try to give 
positive reinforcement for good behavior. All strategies for handling chal-
lenging behavior should be positive. Negative strategies, such as pun-
ishment, are not effective in preventing challenging behavior and can 
result in side effects, such as anger or resentment toward the person 
who punishes, avoidance of punishing people, and even loss of self-es-
teem and feeling less worthy, if punishment is used frequently. It is very 
important to consider positive strategies and to try to focus on provid-
ing reinforcement, such as praise and other rewarding consequences, 

whenever your child engages in good behavior.

Change the physical environment. Challenging behavior can be related 
to physical environment. Rearranging objects, having more space, or 
avoiding certain places for your child to engage in particular activities 

can all be good strategies to help prevent challenging behavior.

Provide choices. Providing choices is an important strategy to consider 
to help address challenging behavior. When specific activities, objects, 
or tasks seem to be related to challenging behavior, a possible function 
of the challenging behavior may be that your child is trying to escape or 
avoid these things. If a child can have opportunities to make even small 
choices of activities, chores or tasks that he is expected to do (for ex-
ample, choosing which chore he would rather do first, second, etc.), i, t 

may help prevent some challenging behavior
.

Maintain a routine and a schedule. Unexpected events can be stressful 
to a child and often act as triggers for challenging behavior. Providing a 
picture or photographic schedule of major daily responsibilities, activities 
and events, and then letting your child know what is coming next can 
help prepare him/her for those events. When used consistently, a sched-
ules can really increase and enhance the predictability of your child’s 
world , and when things are more predictable, he/she is much less likely 
to need to engage in problem behavior to try to show or tell you that 

things are not working the way they should in his/her world.

 Challenging Behavior 
Handling

Re-printed with permission from brainline.org
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Teach new skills. Teaching new skills is the most important 
part of PBS. Remember, all behaviors have meanings and 
messages. If the meanings and messages in challenging 
behavior can be expressed with appropriate communica-
tion methods and acceptable social-interpersonal behaviors, 
the child’s need to engage in challenging behavior will be 
reduced. For example, a child will need help learning how 
to ask for help, if his/her challenging behavior is related to a 

difficult task.

Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA). The results from a 
Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA) should lead direct-
ly to specific interventions and supports that are designed 
to address the function of the challenging behavior. Each 
event related to the challenging behavior (setting events, an-
tecedents and consequences) also needs to be considered 
carefully, so that interventions are developed that effectively 
address each element in the A-B-C sequence (antecedents, 

behavior, consequences).

The following can be listed as intervention strategies. Change 
Antecedents. Provide choices and options for scheduling 
when to do homework. For example, perhaps Arnold can 
choose a time and place when he would prefer to do his 
math homework. If he has other homework to do also, per-
haps he can choose what order to do his homework in. If 
the math homework must be done at a particular time, per-
haps he could choose which problems to do first, or what/
how much he will do before taking a brief break. Even if he 

doesn’t choose the math homework for the first homework 
activity, his parents can set a time limit for the first activity 
and encourage him to move to the math homework later. The 
math homework then becomes a more predictable and man-

ageable activity using this strategy.

Change Behaviors. Teach new skills to Arnold to help him 
handle math homework difficulties. According to the infor-
mation gathered through the FBA, Arnold doesn’t have ad-
equate skills to solve math questions that are likely to come 
up in homework assignments by himself. When he is faced 
with difficult tasks, Arnold needs to know who he can go to 
and ask for help. Arnold can learn how to communicate with 
his parents by asking for help, instead of engaging in chal-
lenging behavior when he gets frustrated and does not know 

how to do a particular problem.

Change Consequences. Use positive reinforcement when 
Arnold is trying hard to do his math homework. In Arnold’s 
case, the function of the challenging behavior is to escape 
from doing the math homework. Putting Arnold in time-out 
just allows Arnold’s challenging behavior to accomplish its 
desired goal. In this case, it is much better to provide positive 
praise and encouragement when Arnold is successfully en-
gaged in doing his math homework. Changing the anteced-
ents and consequences for his behavior can reduce the chal-
lenging behavior. If the challenging behavior occurs again, 
his parents should interpret it as a message, “I need help!” 

and sit down with him to help support and help him.
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Legal minds.  
       Caring hearts.

If you have suffered serious personal injury, our experienced lawyers listen to your problems  
and guide you and your family through this difficult time.

When we take your case, we charge no fees unless and until you’re compensated.

Free: Initial consultation.  Second opinion.  Hospital or home visits.  Parking.  Long-distance calls

London: 519 672 4510    Injury Help Line: 1 800 263 5583    lernerspersonalinjury.ca
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Ask A Lawyer
Brent T. Hodge

Legate And Associates

The Limitations Act, 2002 (the “Act”) limits the period of time during which a person may initiate court 
proceedings in Ontario in respect of a claim.  The Act came into force on January 1, 2004, and imposes 
a basic limitation period of two years from the earlier of the day on which the essential elements of the 
claim are known to the claimant and the day on which they are discoverable.

The limitation period does not run during any time in which the person with a claim is a minor or inca-
pable of commencing a proceeding in respect of the claim because of physical, mental or psychological 
condition, and in either case, is not represented by a litigation guardian.  A litigation guardian is a person 
appointed to stand in the place of a party to a proceeding.

Example

An otherwise healthy and capable young man is injured in a motor vehicle collision and suffers a 
brain injury at the age of 16.  If he wishes to sue the other driver, he must do so within two years 
of the date on which he reaches the age of 18.  If the brain injury causes him to be incapable of 
commencing a proceeding, the limitation period may be suspended for a further period of time.  
In any event, the limitation period will begin to run on the date a litigation guardian is appointed.

Motor Vehicle Collision:                          June 15, 2013
18th Birthday:                  February 1, 2015
Appointment of Litigation Guardian (if necessary):  December 30, 2015
Limitation (not incapable by reason of brain injury): February 1, 2017
Limitation (incapable by reason of brain injury):  December 30, 2017

In a limited number of cases, other factors may extend or reduce the length of a limitation period.  Fur-
ther, there is an ultimate limitation period of 15 years from the day on which the act or omission on which 
the claim is based took place.  If you are considering a claim, it is recommended that you obtain legal 
advice to determine the date on which your limitation period will expire as you may lose the right to sue 
after this date.

Please e-mail any questions, comments, or suggestions for future articles to the writer, Brent T. Hodge, 
at b.hodge@legate.ca. 

What is the limitation period for a minor with a brain injury?
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Bartimaeus  
Rehabilitation Services 
Because Experience Matters 
 
 
 
Bartimaeus provides rehabilitation services   
for people with an acquired brain injury and   
people who have suffered from serious trauma.   
 
For more information, please call or email 
Tish Byrne at 519-575-2002 , tbyrne@bartimaeus.com 
or visit our website www.bartimaeus.com 

 
  Knowledge ●  Experience ●  Choice 

 SINCE 1988 

SABS Claims
Income Replacement Benefits    
Dependency Analysis    
Interest Calculations    
Software Tools 

Economic Loss Claims  
Motor Vehicle Accident    
Slip and Fall    
Loss of Financial Dependency
Net Present Value of Future Costs
 

Commercial Claims
Business Interruption Loss
Stock Loss
Fidelity Bonds
Fraud 

Litigation 
Expert Loss Accounting Reports
Preparation for Examination for Discovery
Mediation 
Expert Witness

advisoryservices@davismartindale.com
phone: 1.800.668.2167

fax: 1.866.492.2412

373 Commissioners Road West
London Ontario
N6J 1Y4

www.davismartindale.com

Our Team
Leader in Providing Insurance & Litigation 

Accounting Services in Ontario
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Did you know that there are approximately 30,000 con-
cussion or related head injuries reported annually among 
12 to 19 year olds? More than 6,000 of those will become 
permanently disabled, 66% of those concussions are re-
lated to sports. And yet studies show that 90% of all con-
cussions go unreported. Sport concussion has reached 
epidemic proportions; every day there are males and fe-
males from all walks of life suffering with these shattering 
and sometimes life-altering injuries. But why is this? Some 
would say that people fear the unknown and others dis-
regard the risk, but for the most part it seems that people 
simply don’t understand the crippling impact of this injury.  
This is why we must urge people to see the line, because 

once they cross it, there is no going back. 

See the Line is a 10 year acquired brain injury funding 
and awareness initiative. It combines the experience of 
world-class acute sport concussion clinical care and aca-
demic research leaders. The aim is to promote safe and 
active lifestyles while reducing the incidence of concus-
sion by improving care through research and education of 

athletes, parents and coaches. 
The Brain Injury Association of London and Region was 
elated to find out that we had been asked to join the See 
the Line as a partner. It is truly a great honor to be in-
cluded in such an important initiative with so many bril-

liant minds.  On August 13 See The Line held its second 
annual awareness and fundraising event that included an 
education component for clinicians and researchers, a 
free symposium to raise awareness, as well as a fundrais-
ing gala to celebrate the Fowler Kennedy Sport Medicine 
Clinic’s 40th anniversary.  The afternoon symposium was 
a tremendous success bringing together elite athletes and 
scientists to help raise awareness and educate the public 
about the prevalence and consequences of concussion. 
We had a wonderful time at the gala fundraiser where all 
of the proceeds went to concussion care and research at 
the clinic. The Brain Injury Association looks forward to 
seeing what more wonderful things will happen for London 

and See The Line in the years to come. 
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In The Game 
 Head

Keep
Your
An Interview With Ken Van de Haar 
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1.Tell us a bit about yourself. 
I was born in Ontario but moved to Alberta when I was a kid and spent most of 
my teenage years out there.  I moved back to Ontario and attended university at 
UWO here in London.  I graduated with a degree in Kinesiology and then went on 
to work with GoodLife Fitness for almost 20 years.  The last 10 years of my time 
with GoodLife I owned 2 franchises, and after 10 years sold both locations back to 

the corporation.  

In 2012, I moved back to London when I bought Play It Again Sports. After I moved 
to London, I coached for the past 2 years at the House League level.  This year I 
am coaching an MD (Minor Development) team.  Prior to this I coached both my 
son and daughter in Milton, Ontario in House League and/or competitive teams 
since they were in Timbit hockey.  My daughter stopped playing hockey when she 
was 9 to pursue other interests like soccer and Girl Guides.I moved to London in 
the summer of 2012 when I purchased Play It Again Sports.  Prior to this I was a 

Manager at the Milton Play It Again Sports location for about 2-years.

2. How do you prepare for the season?
In early July, I tend to go through my practice plans from the previous season, do 
some searching on line for various coaching articles or skills and drills and begin to 
make a season plan.  I also think about the systems my team will use for defensive 
zone play or breakout systems which I tweak to suit my players once my team has 

been chosen.

This year I am going back into coaching competitive hockey and will be coaching 
the West London Hawks Minor Bantam MD team.  Body contact is being re-initi-
ated for the kids born in 2001 so it is an interesting year.For MD hockey there are 

tryouts which will be starting on Aug 23rd.

This years’ challenge is focused on awareness on the ice and making sure you do 
not put yourself or an opponent in a dangerous situation.  It is a fine line to tread 
between playing aggressively and being cautious, but one of my main focuses 
for the 1st two months of the season is to work on puck handling development.  
The kids need to NOT be looking down at the puck, but “feel” the puck on their 
stick instead.  Practices have about 10 minutes at the start that is teaching them 
a puck handling drill which they have to do on their own as part of their “Hockey 
Homework”.  They practice the drill on their driveway 3-5 times during that week 

and their parents confirm it.  

It is a fine line to tread 
between playing 

aggressively and being 
cautious ”

“ Thankfully, West London Hockey and the GLHA have a 
protocol where the 1st session is a Body Checking Aware-
ness Clinic which includes an hour in the classroom and 90 
minutes on the ice.  It is mandatory for all kids to complete 
this.  In addition, I address safety during my initial team 
meeting. Between myself, my trainers and the parents, we 
keep an active eye out for any potential issues.  I always 
have a copy of a “Pocket Concussion Recognition sheet” 
with me.  I will have 2 trainers on my staff this season; one 
of them is a medical doctor and one is a chiropractic doctor.  
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3.What is the protocol for dealing with a 
potential concussion during the season?
If we suspect any sort of a concussion, the bench 
trainer will remove them from their spot on the bench 
and from further play.  They will review the various 
symptoms that show up … being dizzy, clutching their 
head, major impacts during play, being confused or 
unresponsive etc…  After a game, if a possible con-
cussion is recognized by my trainers, the parents are 
involved and told what to keep an eye on.  All the fam-
ilies of my players will receive a copy of the Pocket 

Concussion Recognition sheet. 

The trainers evaluate the player on the bench.  They 
will escalate the care or review of the player if a situa-
tion is warranted.  We would discuss with the parents 
and make sure they know the symptoms of which to 
be aware.  If it is severe, a medical doctor would need 
to become involved.  West London also has a base-
line concussion testing day and possibly a referral to 
the Fowler Kennedy clinic at UWO. The medical pro-
fessional has to clear the player, but if I feel they are 
not okay, I will involve the Competitive Director and 

President for the WLMHA.

4.In your opinion do you feel like 
concussion awareness has increased in the last 
few years? 
I think there is no doubt that it is on everyone’s minds 
these days.  Through the media we are seeing how 
many games NHL players miss.  Virtually everyone 
knows of a player that their child has played with, who 
has missed large amounts of a season or even cannot 
play hockey again due to concussions.  In talking with 
people at my store whose kids play lacrosse, Foot-
ball, even soccer and baseball, every family seems to 

be aware of it.
 
I think that this kind of awareness is the most important 
1st step so that we don’t have bigger problems.  Simi-
larly, I recall from my Sport History classes at UWO, 
a discussion about high school and college football 
players literally dying from dehydration because it 
was a sign of weakness to have water breaks during 
long practices by some “old school” coaches.  This no 
longer happens, and just like in concussion recogni-

tion, awareness is the first step in ensuring this.
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5. In your experience what has been the gen-
eral feeling of parents on this topic?
The general feeling of parents is to respect and be 
in full compliance with these protocols and I haven’t 
personally had any parent not want to listen to a 
doctors’ advice.  If I did, I would make a firm deci-
sion for my team and for the player involved, not al-
lowing them to play again until they did have clear-
ance.  I would certainly elevate these concerns to 
the Board of Directors for the WLMHA.  The safety 

of the player is the biggest priority.

6. In your opinion do you feel there is enough 
concussion education and awareness for 
yourself as a coach and for parents with 
kids in sports?  
I do think there is a lot of information available these 
days but there are still gaps, and it seems to me 
that there is not one “all encompassing” viewpoint.  
There is definitely not only one solution since con-
cussions effect so many people in so many different 
ways, for varying lengths of time AND with varying 
degrees of impact on their lives.  I have been to a 
session by Dr. Daniel Amen where he connected 
things like Alzheimer’s research to sport concus-
sions in retired NFL football players, and healthy 
vs. unhealthy brains. It was fascinating, and made 
me remember the old adage “The more I know, the 

more I realize I need to know.” 

7. Do you feel a professional athlete would 
be more effective then a medical
practitioner at educating children and par-
ents about the seriousness and potential 
long-term effects of brain injury?
In my opinion, the initiatives like See The Line, Dr. 
Amen or the people at Fowler-Kennedy are imple-
menting can only be helped by high profile athletes 
giving the same messages.  Like it or not, these 
athletes are looked upon as ‘gods’ by some kids, 
and when they do something good or bad it sets an 
example.  Let’s try to use it to our advantage.  One 
of the worst examples was when Pittsburgh Steel-
ers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger was involved 
in a motor cycle accident without a helmet, and still 
chooses not to wear a helmet.  He got lucky, but is 

a bad example for young kids who idolize him.
- Sidney Crosby

“Going through (recovery) so long and 
making sure there wasn‘t still any underlying 
things and forcing myself to (be completely 

healthy), it might be a different story. Maybe 
I wouldn’t even be playing now. Looking 

back, as frustrating and long as it seemed, 
I am happy with the way that it went.”

Sidney Crosby received a hit that resulted 
in his first reported concussion in the NHL. 

Four days later Crosby’s head was driven into 
the boards. Crosby continued to play and his 
symptoms worsened. Crosby was unable to 

return to game action until Nov. 21, 2011 over 
11 months since being sidelined. He would 

only play eight games before recurring symp-
toms would force him back to the sidelines. 

Crosby didn’t return to game action until 
mid-March, 2012.
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8. As a coach what do you foresee happening 
with how the sport of hockey is operated in 
the future? 
It seems to me that there will be more and more 
“private” hockey groups popping up in which com-
petitive hockey will be non-contact.  Also, perhaps 
Hockey Canada will further change the rules for 
contact, whereby only the AA & AAA players will 
have contact. I believe that the truly gifted players 
will rise to the top whether or not they have contact 

when they play MD, AE or A hockey.

There is already considerable research being done 
by equipment manufacturers to make helmets that 
help reduce concussion incidents and I am sure this 
will only continue.  I also feel that there needs to be a 
few small changes to certain rules and penalties for 
things like Boarding and Head Contact infractions.  
There is, at times, inconsistent calling of Head Con-
tact penalties.  Changes such as the hybrid icing 
rules at the NHL level seemed to help last season.  
Perhaps the allowance of 2-line passes might be re-

visited by Hockey Canada as well.

One of my main motivations in coaching hockey is to 
instill a love of the game in the kids I coach.  Hope-
fully they carry this love, and play the game for their 
whole lives.  A small fraction of players make a living 
with it, but it is a great game for people at all skill 
levels, and should be enjoyed by everyone safely.

Concussion Apps:

Play It Safe App 
- Free
-Designed for iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad that is useful for 
athletic trainers and coaches. When an athlete is injured this 
app will take you to a page-by-page questionnaire assessing 
the consciousness and common concussion symptoms. Built-
in timers test for cognitivie function and balance. The report 
can be e-mailed to a healthcare provider.

Concussion Recognition And Response App 
- Free (Android) , $0.99 (iTunes)
-Designed for Android, iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. De-
veloped by a pediatric neuropsychologist at the Children’s 
National Medical Center in Washington, DC. A yes or no 
assessment is quick and easy to complete and alerts parents 
or coaches if a concussion is suspected. It then provides 
information on how to respond and recovery advice. 

SCAT 2 App
- $3.99
-Designed for iPhone, iPod Touch, or iPad. Primarily designed 
for medical and health professional use. Can be used for a 
baseline test, or pre-season and pre-concussion evaluations, 
which help interpret an athelte’s individualized, post-injury 
scores. A standardized method is used to evaluate injured 
athletes for concussions using common questions and 
concussion screening techniques. Test can be saved and e-
mailed to health professionals. 

Concussion App
 - Free, in-app upgrade available for $4.99
-Designed for iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad. Lists signs, 
symptoms and quick access to 911 are included for free, 
along with a map to find the nearest hospital. for a $4.99 
in-app purchase, a baseline evaluation and post-injury evalu-
ation can be accessed and a score is given out at the end of 
the assessment. 

Online Resources:

Stop Concussions Foundaiton 
www.stopconcussions.com

Parachute
www.parachutecanada.org

Ontario Neurotrauma Foundation
www.onf.org
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Double Or Nothin'

The Brain Injury Associations
7th Annual Dinner & Casino Night

November 15th 2014 

Save The Date!
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PARKWOOD HOSPITAL 
Driver Assessment Rehabilitation Program 

Ministry of Transportation Approved Driving Assessment Centre 
 
Driver rehabilitation services provided by experienced Occupational Therapists and licensed driving 
instructors.  We specialize in driver assessment and rehabilitation services for: 
 

 persons whose changed health status due to trauma, illness and natural aging 
 persons with physical disabilities who may require equipment and/or modifications 
 person wanting to learn how to drive who need special instruction or vehicle adaptations 

 
We Provide: 

 
 Clinical Assessment       Vocational Driving Assessment 
 On Road Assessment       Equipment and Vehicle Modifications  
 Passenger Assessment      In car driver training  
 Driving refresher program for healthy elderly driver 
 Psychology services to assist with anxiety and post traumatic stress issues relates to driving 
 Full certificate driver education program for new drivers with physical and/or learning disabilities 

 
Call Us At: 

Phone: (519) 685-4070 Fax: (519) 685-4066  
Our Address 

801 Commissioners Road East 
London, Ontario 

N6C 5J1 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Access resources of a well-respected rehabilitation, research and teaching centre – Parkwood 
Hospital. 
 
 Our team of rehab specialists helps those injured in car or work-related accidents.  Our 
expertise is in neurological trauma including spinal cord and brain injuries. 
 
 Please call us if you, your family member or client needs help: 

- Returning to work or school 
- Organizing their day 
- Finding joy in accomplishments of all kinds 
- Exploring strengths and learning new strategies  

 
More information about our fee-for-service program offered throughout Southwestern Ontario: 
 

Phone: (519) 685-4061   Fax: (519) 685-4066   Toll Free: 1-866-484-0445 
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1).  You get a handicapped sticker for your car. This can be 
a bonus when it’s raining & the only empty space in the lot is 
one designated for the disabled. Score!

2).  You can get special assistance at the airport: a compli-
mentary wheelchair,  pre-boarding privileges, with an escorted 
delivery to the gate. Once, when I was returning from the 
Dominican Republic, the young lad pushing my wheelchair 
almost broke the land-speed record; I flew past customs as 
the fellow flashed my passport & ticket at the officers, who just 
waved us through. 

3).  When you go to a crowded tourist venue & you’re in a 
wheelchair, usually you’re allowed 
to ‘jump the queue’ rather than wait forever in a long line-up. 
This is considerably appealing 
when you’re visiting Disney World or St. Peter’s Basilica in 
Rome. No standing for several 
hours in a long line, going nowhere fast. Bonus. 

4).  Another ‘perk’ when traveling in a wheelchair: You get to 
use special ‘facilities’ not 
available to the general public. For example, I got to use a 
behind the scenes private 
washroom off a secluded courtyard at the Vatican; also, I ‘did 
my business’ in a privy at 

Buckingham Palace while on tour there. This all has me think-
ing of a possible book deal: 
Famous Places Where I Have Peed. Sure to be a best-seller.

5).   Short term memory loss is the bane of a TBI survivor’s 
existence. But it CAN be used to 
your benefit on many occasions. Let’s say that you, with the 
encouragement of your Occupational therapist, have decided 
that your job around the house will be to clean out the cats’ 
litter dish. But gosh, you really don’t feel like performing this 
delightful (not to mention smelly) task today; after all, it DOES 
make you dizzy to bend over & you are REALLY awfully tired, 
so. . .”Oops, I forgot about that- so sorry, honey,” I tell my hus-
band as I lounge on the couch, half asleep. Works every time. 
Snicker. 

6).  Generally, people are quite polite when they encounter a 
handicapped person, whether 
in a wheelchair or walking with a cane. I have found that folks 
will open doors, get out of my 
way so I can pass through, allow me to go ahead of them in a 
line-up, etc. I only have 
been rudely pushed aside or almost knocked over a few times  
- and again, that’s another 
story/ rant.

Since I suffered a traumatic brain injury in 2007, I have certainly learned many things, about the world 
and about myself. For instance, I had always been a person who was somewhat pessimistic & cyni-
cal, the sort of person who sees the glass half empty. And no doubt my job as a high school teacher 
fed into that world view, having to deal with apathetic adolescents with little social conscience or 
interest in any issue that doesn’t apply to them personally. But I digress; this is not the place for a rant 

on the secondary school system. 

I have discovered that I have become considerably more optimistic since my accident; thus, I have 
learned, through my experiences & observations, that there ARE some positive aspects of having a 

brain injury:

Indeed, I do understand that many TBI survivors see their circumstances as daunting, 
frightening or depressing. Understandable. And some days you just need a little something 
to help cheer your day. Hopefully, this little list can provide a small tidbit of encouragement 

or even just make you smile.

Peggy’s Story
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ST. MARYS COMMUNITY REHABILITATION



















Don’t Miss Out!

Stay Current With Our 

Monthly E-Newsletter

Join The Mailing List By 
E-mailing Your Name And Email To 

admin@braininjurylondon.on.ca
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Up Coming Events 

Peer Mentor Training
The Brain Injury Association

October 18, 2014

2014 Workshop Series
Successful Transition from Adolescence to Adulthood 

October 31, 2014

Casino Night 2014 
West Haven Golf & Country Club 

November 15, 2014

New!

Don’t Miss Out!
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Helmets On Kids 
Kick Off And Bike Rodeo 

A Big Thank You!
To Everyone 

A special thank you to 
Holy Family Catholic School for hosting our event and 

Legate & Associates for donating the 
bicycles for our contest winners
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A Big Thank You!
To Everyone 

Middlesex-London EMS
Ontario Trial Lawyers
London District Catholic School Board
London Health Sciences Centre
Thames Valley District School Board
Brain Injury Association of London & Region
Middlesex London Health Unit

Tour de France - $2,000 and up:
Siskinds 
Harrison Pensa
Legate & Associates

City Commuter - $1,000 - $1,999: 
McKellar Structured Settlements

Ride In The Park - $500 - $999:
Judith Hull

Spectator - under $500:
Dr.Gloria Grace
Jenish Engineering Ltd.
Good Law Offices
Global Resolutions Inc.
Anne Marie Frauts
Maia Bent 
Marcus & Associates LLP Hoare Dalton
Rita Stukic

-Tony D’Oria 
- Doug Bryce
- Laura Cammara
- Lisa Wolfs
- Barb Legate
- Jane Harrington

- Linda Stout 
- Sara and Cameron Mason
- Brad Duncan
- Connie Bray
- Laurie Gould

Speakers

Who Helped Make Our
 Helmets On Kids Kick Off And Bike Rodeo

 Such A Success! 

Sponsors

Community Partners

A special thank you to 
Holy Family Catholic School for hosting our event and 

Legate & Associates for donating the 
bicycles for our contest winners
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®

Restoring Hope. Building Futures.

Comprehensive rehabilitation services from 
providers you can trust.

Specializing in rehabilitation for those who have been seriously injured in motor vehicle collisions.

case management | discharge planning | occupational therapy 
speech-language pathology | rehabilitation therapy | home assessments   
vocational counselling | personal counselling | future-care cost analysis

medical & psychological assessments | funding arrangements

Serving  all of  Southwestern Ontario
www.rehabfirst.ca 

519-646-2949



SISKINDS.COM L E A D E R S   I N   T H E I R   F I E L D ®

519.672.2121
Toll Free 877.672.2121

680 Waterloo Street, London

Trina Stefan experienced every parent’s worst nightmare when her son Dylan was struck by a 
truck. The Siskinds Personal Injury Team was able to help Trina gain the control she needed

 to begin to focus on what  was important, caring for her son and his future.

Let Siskinds Represent You.

Siskinds Represents Dylan.

Contact us today to start your recovery. We would 
be pleased to help and there’s no charge 

for a consultation.

To learn more about Dylan’s story visit our website 
www.SISKINDS.com/Dylan 


